3M™ PRODUCTS

3M™ NOVEC™

3M™ NOVEC™ FLUX REMOVER - Effectively removes rosin solder fluxes, waxes and similar contaminants found in electronics manufacturing and repair. Based on proprietary 3M solvent technology; it is non-flammable, non-ozone depleting and contains no HCFCs, HFCs, nPB or HAPs. 12oz can, 6 can per case.
PN 09-01702 ................... $21.65

3M™ NOVEC™ CONTACT CLEANER - Effectively removes light oils, greases, silicones, dust and particulates from sensitive electrical and electronic equipment. It is compatible with plastics, is non-flammable, non-ozone depleting and contains no HCFCs, HFCs, nPB or HAPs. 11oz can, 6 can per case.
PN 09-01704 ................... $21.75

3M™ BODY FILLERS

3M premium fillers with adhesion promoters, offer the very best in all-around performance. Our premium fillers adhere to virtually any surface including wood, metal, aluminum, galvanized steel, fiberglass and concrete. They are also non-staining, non-shrinking, creamy and are great for building plugs, patterns, molds, prototypes and general repair to composite parts. 3M premium fillers are easy to sand and are manufactured with only the highest quality ingredients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marson™ Platinum™ Body Filler</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>01-01091</td>
<td>$47.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3M™ PAINT PREPARATION SYSTEM (PPS™)

3M™ PPS™ CUP AND COLLAR, 16023
Large hard cup that supports and holds the PPS large flexible liner, part number 16024. If filled to the top, this cup will hold 32 fl oz.
P/N 09-01717 ................... $25.50

3M™ PPS™ MINI CUPS & COLLARS 16115
Small, hard cup that supports and holds the PPS small flexible liner, part number 16000.
P/N 09-01715 ................... $30.50

3M™ PPS™ CONTACT CLEANER 16001
Effectively removes light oils, greases, silicones, dust and particulates from sensitive electrical and electronic equipment. It is compatible with plastics, is non-flammable, non-ozone depleting and contains no HCFCs, HFCs, nPB or HAPs. 11oz can, 6 can per case.
P/N 09-01704 ................... $31.50

3M™ PPS™ ADAPTOR, 16054, TYPE 18
Adaptor converts DeVilbiss TG/HV 530 Siphon Feed and all Full Size Siphon Feed Guns with North American 3/8 Female-18 Thread NPS guns for use with 3M™ Paint Preparation System.
P/N 09-01716 ................... $34.90

3M™ PPS™ LARGE MICRON FILTER KIT
PPS™ is a complete painting system from 3M™ which produces cleaner jobs, saves on solvent usage and gun cleaning time and can improve operator efficiency by as much as 15%. Specifically designed adapters allow painters to use the PPS™ system with virtually any spray gun.
Kit contains 25 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 25 disposable liners, and 10 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 28 oz/840 mL - with mix ratio film insert - . Maximum capacity of 32 oz/950 mL when filled to within 1/8 inch of rim.
P/N 09-01718 ................... $76.80

3M™ PPS™ MINI MICRON FILTER KIT
Kit contains 50 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 50 disposable liners, and 20 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 5 1/2 oz - with generic mix ratio film insert - . Max. capacity of 6 fl oz.
P/N 09-01719 ................... $99.65

3M™ PPS™ ADAPTOR, 16054, TYPE 18
Adaptor converts DeVilbiss TG/HV 530 Siphon Feed and all Full Size Siphon Feed Guns with North American 3/8 Female-18 Thread NPS guns for use with 3M™ Paint Preparation System.
P/N 09-01716 ................... $31.50

3M™ PPS™ LARGE MICRON FILTER KIT
PPS™ is a complete painting system from 3M™ which produces cleaner jobs, saves on solvent usage and gun cleaning time and can improve operator efficiency by as much as 15%. Specifically designed adapters allow painters to use the PPS™ system with virtually any spray gun.
Kit contains 25 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 25 disposable liners, and 10 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 28 oz/840 mL - with mix ratio film insert - . Maximum capacity of 32 oz/950 mL when filled to within 1/8 inch of rim.
P/N 09-01718 ................... $76.80

3M™ PPS™ MINI MICRON FILTER KIT
Kit contains 50 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 50 disposable liners, and 20 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 5 1/2 oz - with generic mix ratio film insert - . Max. capacity of 6 fl oz.
P/N 09-01719 ................... $99.65

3M’s line of reinforced filler products offers users a unique and flexible array of repair solutions. Each product is reinforced with short fiberglass strands, long fiberglass strands or milled fiberglass. These reinforced fillers are significantly stronger than regular fillers and are waterproof. Great for repairing fiberglass and rust holes in metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynatron™ Dyna-Glass™ Reinforced Filler</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>01-00103</td>
<td>$56.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3M™ PAINT PREPARATION SYSTEM (PPS™)

3M™ PPS™ CUP AND COLLAR, 16023
Large hard cup that supports and holds the PPS large flexible liner, part number 16024. If filled to the top, this cup will hold 32 fl oz.
P/N 09-01717 ................... $25.50

3M™ PPS™ MINI CUPS & COLLARS 16115
Small, hard cup that supports and holds the PPS small flexible liner, part number 16000.
P/N 09-01715 ................... $30.50

3M™ PPS™ CONTACT CLEANER 16001
Effectively removes light oils, greases, silicones, dust and particulates from sensitive electrical and electronic equipment. It is compatible with plastics, is non-flammable, non-ozone depleting and contains no HCFCs, HFCs, nPB or HAPs. 11oz can, 6 can per case.
P/N 09-01704 ................... $31.50

3M™ PPS™ ADAPTOR, 16054, TYPE 18
Adaptor converts DeVilbiss TG/HV 530 Siphon Feed and all Full Size Siphon Feed Guns with North American 3/8 Female-18 Thread NPS guns for use with 3M™ Paint Preparation System.
P/N 09-01716 ................... $34.90

3M™ PPS™ LARGE MICRON FILTER KIT
PPS™ is a complete painting system from 3M™ which produces cleaner jobs, saves on solvent usage and gun cleaning time and can improve operator efficiency by as much as 15%. Specifically designed adapters allow painters to use the PPS™ system with virtually any spray gun.
Kit contains 25 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 25 disposable liners, and 10 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 28 oz/840 mL - with mix ratio film insert - . Maximum capacity of 32 oz/950 mL when filled to within 1/8 inch of rim.
P/N 09-01718 ................... $76.80

3M™ PPS™ MINI MICRON FILTER KIT
Kit contains 50 disposable lids with 200 micron filters, 50 disposable liners, and 20 sealing plugs. The 200 micron filters are recommended for traditional solvent based paint or primer applications. Graduated measurement to 5 1/2 oz - with generic mix ratio film insert - . Max. capacity of 6 fl oz.
P/N 09-01719 ................... $99.65

3M™’s line of reinforced filler products offers users a unique and flexible array of repair solutions. Each product is reinforced with short fiberglass strands, long fiberglass strands or milled fiberglass. These reinforced fillers are significantly stronger than regular fillers and are waterproof. Great for repairing fiberglass and rust holes in metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynatron™ Dyna-Glass™ Reinforced Filler</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>01-00103</td>
<td>$56.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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